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Day 3

Product/Service
Description/
Market Analysis

Why it’s important…
01

Need to know what you’re offering and who you’re offering
it to

02

Need to know your target market and their problems so
you can provide a solution

03

Knowing your offerings helps you plan and prioritize your
year

04

Zeroing in on your target market helps you attract the right
fit for you and your business

05

When you know the problems of your target market, reaching
them on an emotional level is easier. And that = sales

06

Offering your target market solutions to their problems
means they will be looking to you for help and guidance.
They want to know what working with you or buying from
you will result in. And the quicker the better! Always
benefits over features!

Training
01

So in the market analysis space, you will need to first figure out
who your ideal client is. What’s their gender, education level, job,
role, hobbies, etc? Are they happy, sad, frustrated? What is their
income level? What do they value?

02

Then make a list of the problems your target market faces. Don’t
know? Ask in Facebook groups! Great place for market
research!

03

Then make a list of the solutions you offer them through your
company. Basic supply and demand!

04

When it comes to writing your description, remember this is
brainstorming. Have some imagination here. You can always
change the list if you go in a different direction. Think about how
your products/services can solve the problems your target
market has.

05

Brand yourself as an expert by offering solutions to your
target market’s problems. Always remember that a client
isn’t interested in your processes or your features. They’re
interested in what’s in it for them! How can you get them the
fastest, easiest results possible?

Here’s how most business owners struggle…
01

Not thinking a target market is needed. “I sell to everyone.”
If you aim at nothing you hit at nothing!

02

Relying on selling to friends and family. This becomes a
turn off really fast. And it’s not professional as well as
extremely limiting. What kind of person who you have an
affinity with needs your product? Is there a large enough
niche so that you make a profit?

03

Emphasizing features or how great you are rather than
results or solving their problems. Always always benefits
over features.

The reason entrepreneurs have this problem
01
02

No teaching

Some MLMs

My story
01

My target market

02

Homeschooling families

03

I have an affinity with them!

04

Who do I have a heart for?

05

The people I work with

06

Travis’s dead-end clients

Solution to this problem
01

Think in detail who your target market is

02

Make an avatar

03

Don’t be afraid to dream on your products/services

04

Think sales funnels—free to low to medium to high

05

Think different streams of income

06

Be aware of seasonal influences

What results can you expect?
01
02

Knowing exactly what to promote

Knowing exactly who to promote it to

03

Using their problems and your solutions in your marketing

04

Showing up to serve

Action Step
Use your Planning Workbook
01

List out your products/services in the workbook

02

Write a description of your target market in the market
analysis section

03

Write a description or list of the problems your target
market experiences

04

Write a description or list of the solutions to their problems
you offer your target market

05

Resources: Small Business Administration
Score

Why should you do this?
01

Narrowing down your target market will help you avoid the
bad clients

02

It will attract people TO you rather than you PULLING them
to you

03

It will help with your brand positioning

04

You will be communicating your VALUE rather than making
a sale only about money

What are the results you can expect?
01

Ready to make a promotional plan for the year

02

Have a reference for your marketing

03

Clarity on your ideal client, their problems, and your
solutions

Coming on Day 4:
Marketing Strategy/Operations

